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We obtain a Symanzik representation for Doob’s h-transform. This is an exten- 
sion of Dynkin’s theorem on Symanzik’s representation. As an application, we 
obtain the Simon-Lieb inequality for the two-dimensional continuum @-theory 
with space cutoff. G 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. In [13], Simon has proved an inequality for the spin 4 nearest 
neighbor Ising ferromagnets: 
cYYs,.> 6 1 (S,S,>(S,Sl.), (1.1) 
USE 
where S, is the spin at site x and B is a finite subset of the lattice, whose 
removal divides the lattice into pieces with x and y in distinct components. 
Suppose A is the union of B and the component which contains x, and 
( )A is the expectation of the spin system in A with 0 boundary conditions 
(i.e., the Hamiltonian is restricted to A by dropping all terms which contain 
spins outside A). Lieb [9] and Rivasseau [lo] have improved inequality 
(1.1) by showing that 
(V,.) d c (S,S,), <S”S,). UEB (1.2) 
In [l], Brydges, Frohlich, and Spencer have proved an inequality of type 
(1.2) for the #4-measure in d-dimensional lattice with spacing E: Let D be a 
bounded subset of the lattice. Let ( ) be the expectation of d4-measure 
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and ( ) - be the expectation of d4-measure with 0 boundary conditions in 
D. Suppose x E D and y E D”, then 
(1.3) 
the sum is taken over all u ED, v E D’ and IU - VI = E. Following Brydges 
[2], we call inequalities of type (1.2) and (1.3) Simon-Lieb inequalities. 
1.2. By a formal passage to the limit as E tends to 0 in (1.3) we get 
the following inequality for the continuum 4” theory: 
(1.4) 
Here S(A) is the surface element of 8D, (d,$,), is the two-point function 
for the continuum 4” theory with Half-Dirichlet boundary condition in D 
(see, e.g., [ 11 I), and a/&,, is the inward normal derivative at u E 8D. 
However, such a passage to the limit is rather difficult to justify. We shall 
derive (1.4) for d = 2 by using a different method. The proof of ( 1.3) in [ 1 ] 
is based on random walk representation, the Grifftths inequalities, and 
Gaussian inequalities. The idea of the importance of Brownian paths (and 
especially their self-intersections) for Euclidean quantum field theory is due 
to Symanzik [14]. The random walk representation in [l] can be inter- 
preted as a rigorous implementation of this idea for lattice spin systems. In 
[4], Dynkin has proved a general theorem which extends “the random 
walk representation” to a class of symmetric Markov processes containing 
the Brownian motion. He has applied this theorem in [S] to P(4)-fields in 
2-dimensions. Our proofs of (1.4) for d = 2 follow the pattern of the proofs 
for the lattice case in [Z]. However, to deal with continuum fields, we shall 
use Dynkin’s theorem, the strong Markov property, and the Griftiths 
inequalities. 
We shall summarize the ideas and the arrangement of this paper as 
follows. 
1.3. Let P,(x, y), t > 0, x, y E E, be a symmetric transition density 
on a measure space (E, a, m) (see [4, p. 3601, for assumptions on a 
symmetric transition density). The integral g(x, y) = Jc p,(x, y) dt is 
called the Green’s function. AI(“) = (11: p is a measure on E and 
JJ p(dx) p(dy) g”(x, y) < co}. The Green space X is the linear completion 
of M”’ with respect to the inner product (p, v)~ = JJp(dx) v(dy)g(x, y). 
TO the Hilbert space X there is an associated family of Gaussian random 
variables @ = { c$~, fe X } on some probability space (a, 9, dpo) such that 
J 4fdpo=0 and J c,h/i4ridpo= (fi,f2),y.. We shall write (.)” for J .dpo. 
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For each fixed x E E and E > 0, the measure pE(x, y) m(dy) is in 37. The 
Gaussian random variable corresponding to P&X, v) m(dy) is denoted by 
d,,,. Let :@, X: be the polynomials of 4,. .~ defined by 
f u"n-' :~~,,~:=exp(u~,.-2~'~~(~~,.)0}, UER. (1.5) 
n=O 
For each 2 E MC”‘, lim j :&‘, X: I(dx) exists in L*(&,), as E + 0. We shall 
write j :&: ,I(dx) or :c$~:~. for the limit. We put 
A positive Bore1 function h on E is called an excessive function if 
~PAx, Y) h(y) d&J t 4 1 x as t JO. Suppose that for every w E W, a path 
X,(w), a(w) < t < c(w), in E is given. Let Z, be the o-algebra generated by 
{X,EB}, {a<?}, ([>t}, for all t~1, Beg. We put C=Zcco,,,. Let a 
family of measures P”, on ( W, C) (x E E, h is an excessive function which is 
not equal to cc identically) and P on ( W, Z,) be defined such that, for all 
B, , . . . . B, E 99, 
Ph,W,, E B,, . . . . X,n E B,) 
xh(~n)m(&,).. 
for all 0 < t, < t, < . . < t,, and 
P(x,, E B, > .. . . X,” E B,) 
for all t, < t2 < . . . < t,. 
We call X= {X,, P, P”,} the Markov process with the transition 
density p. 
In this paper, we shall deal only with the case when E is a subset of Rd, 
all paths X,(w) are right continuous in t, and F(x) = Jpt(x, y)f(y) m(dy) is 
continuous for every bounded continuous function f (Feller processes). 
The constant function 1 is an excessive function; P, = PL is a probability 
measure. We may interpret it as the probability law for X,, 0 d t < [, given 
X,=x. For each y E E, g(z, y) is excessive in z. We denote PgX(.‘Y) by P,,,. 
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Let y, v be a-finite measures, and we denote js y(dx) v(dy) P.,,. by P;,,, and 
f YVX) I’“, by P;. 
The occupation field (T,, 1 E M”‘n MC”} is defined by 
T, = lim X 
I I PAX, X,1 A(dx) dt r-0 0 
in L’(P). 
Let N= {A=A+ -3. Ii+, /I E M’“n MC”). We put T;= T,+ - Tj,- and 
rj, = rj,+ - ti for all ,? = A + - 1~ E N. We shall use the following Dynkin 
form (Theorem 6.1 in [4]) on Symanzik representations. 
THEOREM 1.1. Wr have 
P,,.(F(t + T)),= Cd, d,,F(Oh,, 
for all y, v E M”’ and all bounded Bore1 functions F: R" -+ R, where 
F(O=F(5>.,, ...> tAti, ...I, Aie N, i= 1, 2, . . . . 
and 
F(i”+ T)=F(r;,+ Tj,, ...) 5j.“+ T;~, ...). 
We shall prove in Section 2 the following extension of Theorem I. 1: 
THEOREM 1.2. [f h is an excessive function and F = 5 j,, . . o.,, then 
f’!!(F(t + T)),= (hDhF)o+ (W,,, 
,fbr all v E M’ ’ ) such thut J h dv < CC und all i, = 2: -A,- such that 
,I,+ h, j”, h E Ml”, i= 1, 2 ,..., n. Here 
D,F= i 5>.,...tj., I4/r~,S;,+l...<,~. (1.7) 
,= I 
1.4. In Section 3, we shall apply Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to the 
Brownian motion, X, in R2 with an exponential killing and to the same 
process, f, killed at the first exit time from a bounded domain D. In the 
first case 
x, y E R2, t > 0; m(dx) = dx. 
In the second case, the transition density p,(x, y) of x is the fundamental 
solution of the heat equation in D with zero boundary conditions. The 
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corresponding Gaussian families are called the free field @ = { #f,f~ AC} 
with mass 1 and the free field $ = ($,.,~Es?} with mass 1 and with the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions on D. For 5, we denote the corresponding 
measure by dj, and the expectation by (.), . 
Let 1 be a smooth non-negative function with a compact support in R2. 
We shall write ,?(dx) for A(x) dx. The d4-measure with cutoff 1 is defined by 
exp{ -j :q5”,: l,(dx)/4} dp,J(exp{ -j :q%“,: I(dx)/4} )O. We denote the 
corresponding expectation by ( . ). The d4-measure with the Half-Dirichlet 
boundary conditions on D is defined by 
where j $:,A(dx) is given by (1.5) with ($i,)O replaced by (&)O. We 
denote the corresponding expectation by (.)z . Our main theorem is 
THEOREM 1.3. Let D be a smooth bounded domain in R2. Then for almost 
every x E D and y E d’, 
(1.8) 
where S(du) is the line element of aD, and a/an, is the inward normal 
derivative at u E aD. If i = 0, then 
The + appears in the right sides of (1.8) and (1.8a) because our Green’s 
function is twice the Green’s function in (1.4). 
1.5. To prove (1.7), we shall first give an expression for 
a($,$,)~/&z, in terms of z and T (- means the corresponding objects 
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions in D). It follows from [S J that 
4-l j $“,: l.(dx), d enoted 
that 4p’j:R:HIZ(d 
by ! r2 i l, is a functional of r-fields. We shall prove 
x is a functional of f-fields, and we shall denote this ) 
functional by 1 r’ I H, j,. So Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 may be used to 
evaluate (d.,qS,.) and ($,$Y)G. Let T(z, u), z E D, UE aD, be the Poisson 
kernel of the operator -A + 1 in D. It is well known that f( ., U) is an 
excessive function for 2. We denote Pc(.,‘) by Pt. We shall show 
~hL7,~;; 
an, =2p”,(exp{ -i(F+ Q2!H,j, ~)~l(ew-~?21H,i))0. (1.9) 
580/77/1-IO 
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By Theorem 1 .l, (1.9) is equivalent to 
hm p,,F/lz - uI = 2P”,F, 
Z-U (1.9a) 
whereF=(exp{-i(~+~)2~H,i.})~/exp{-i~2~H,j,})~.Herez-,umeans 
that z tends to u along the normal to aD. 
It is well known that (1.9a) holds if F=f(X,,, . . . . X,n)), 0 < t, < 
t, < . . . < t,, < co, and f: R” -+ R is a bounded smooth function. Therefore, 
to prove (1.9a) it is sufficient to show that there exist constants C and q, 
independent of z near u and u E aD, such that for each x E D, 
II II L’(lr ul -1 P,,;) G c II II L’i(F,)l (1.10) 
II II L’(q) G c II II L1I,P,), (l.lOa) 
FE Ly(p,). (1.11) 
We shall prove (1.10) and (l.lOa) in Section 4 (Lemma 4.1 and 
Corollary 4.2). In Section 5, we shall prove ( 1.11) in the form 
FE Ly(P,), for all c( E C,“(D). (1.12) 
By (1.12) (1.11) holds for a.e. x in D. Our proof of (1.12) is similar 
to Nelson’s proof that exp{ - :#“:,} belongs to L’(&,) (see, e.g., 
[ 11, Sect. V]). 
1.6. We shall use the following lemma to prove Theorem 1.3. 
LEMMA 1.4 (Decomposition of the occupation field). Let T and F be 
the occupation fields of X and f, respectively. Let f : R” -+ R be a bounded 
Bore1 function; f(T) = f (T,, , . . . . T,+, . ..). li E N. Suppose x E D and y E DC, 
then 
K.,.f (T) = j j P,Ad@) P,7(,.,,(dw)f (@V + T(w)), (1.13) ww 
where z is the first exit time of X from D. Equivalently, 
&f(T)=j 
c?D 
S(du) j j &dW’,,(dw)f(@)+T(w)), (1.14) 
ww 
where S(du) is the line element of aD. 
We shall prove Lemma 1.4 in Section 8 by using the Strong Markov 
Property of X. 
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1.7. In Sections 6 and 7, we prove that : (5 + T)‘i j. exists in 
L2(P,&,), for all I in nLP(dm), co>p> 1, O<ccEC;(D). We also prove 
(Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.4) that, for P,-almost everywhere, 
<~~P~-i(5+~~*Ii}>~/(~~P{-i4*1,:~)o 
Q(exp{-~(~+~)2~H,i})O/(exp{-~$2iH,~})0. (1.15) 
Suppose UE aD and YE R*, then for PJG))-a.e., 
G s p,,i~wKexp{ -i (5 + T(w))‘!,} >d(exp{ -i t’rA> >o, (1.16) 
S(du) x m(dy)-a.e. Here S(du) is the line element of aD. Inequalities (1.15) 
and (1.16) are inequalities of Griffiths type with the occupation field FA as 
the coefficient of the single spin distributions. To prove (1 .15) and (1.16) 
we may use the lattice approximation to the P(d)2 theory and the Griffiths 
inequalities, see e.g., [ 121. 
1.8. We shall conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3 in Section 9. In 
the Appendix, we shall give various estimates which involve only Green’s 
functions of the free field and the free field with the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. 
Throughout this paper, we let cc >p 3 1. (1 IIP means LP(&,)-norm and 
L = intersection of all Lp(dm). D is a smooth bounded domain in R*. Let 
x’, Y’, i = 1) 2 )...) be independent Markov processes with the same transi- 
tion density p,, such that all X;s are the same point and all Yts are the 
same point. We let 11 lip, a be the Lp(P, &,)-norm and 11 IIp,x,h be the 
Lp(pt dpo)-norm. S(du) is the line element of aD. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
2.1. We shall first show Theorem 1.2 for the case where 
A.c~M(‘)~M(~), i= 1, 2 )...) n. Let Y,(~Y,, . . . . dy,) = 
L&J 
v(dyd h(dy,) ... 
Let @#As{1 ,..., n}, /‘={l,..., n}\A. With each point SEA u {0), 
there are Kj legs associated. We consider the following two cases: (i) Kj = 2, 
for all Jo A, K, = 0. (ii) We fix i~/i, K, = 1, Ki= 1, and Kj = 2 for all 
jEA\{i}. 
We form all Feynman diagrams by pairing these legs; two legs from the 
same point are not allowed to be paired. We denote by L(A) and f i(n) the 
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set of all Feynman diagrams corresponding to (i) and (ii), respectively. We 
put C,(A) for the set of all connected Feynman diagrams in f i(A). We 
define I(G) = II g(y,, yr) for GE L(A 1, f’(G) = II g(y,, yl) h(yi) for 
GE r,(A) or Ci(A). Here the product is taken over all pairings (k, 1) in G. 
For each GE Z’,( { 1, .,. n}), there is a unique pair G, E C,(A) and 
G, E L(A”), for some A c { 1, . . . n}, such that I”(G) = Zh(Gl) Z(G,). Conver- 
sely, G, u G*E rj( { 1, . . . . IZ}) for all G, E CJA) and G, EL(A’). Therefore, 
we have, for each i E { I, . . . . n}, 
; fYG) = 1 c zh(G,) z(G,), (2.1) 
,4 G,,Gz 
where G E I’J { 1,2, . . . . n >), A E { 1, . . . . n ) such that i E A, G, E C;(A), and 
G, E 15(,4~). By Theorem 5.2 in [4], if m # 0, then 
P; T;., . . . Tlm=21 -‘rz j dy, f CZh(G), GE Ci( { 1, 2, . . . . m}). (2.2) 
i=l G 
Using Feynman diagrams and (2.2), we obtain that 
0 
where 0 # A E { 1, . . . . n}, G1 E C,(A), and Gz E L(Ac). The above equals 
j4’n i C C “‘C(;,)z(G~))+(jhdV) (fi tj,,} 3 
;=I A G,.G> ,=1 0 
where A c { 1, . . . . n} such that in A, G, E C,(A), and G, E L(A’). By (2.1) it 
equals 
where G E ri( { 1, 2, . . . . n }). By using Feynman diagrams, we obtain that it is 
equal to 
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We have proved the case where 1 E M(i) n Mc2). If v E M(i), 
~.EM(‘)(-)@’ hl.EM”’ and j h dv < co for all i = 1, . . . . n then (2.3) is 
finite. Therefore, Theorem 1.2 holds for the case where Aim N, for all 
i = 1, . . . . n. 
Remark. In the case where F= tz, . . .4: j,+ Theorem 1.1 can be obtained 
from Theorem 1.2 and the Gaussian integration by parts formula (see, e.g., 
page 171 in [6]). 
2.2. To apply Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 to #4-theory, we need 
the following expression for :$“:;. in terms of t-field. We put, for all 
v E MC” n MC’), 
L = j Qr(x7 v) m(44 (2.4) 
i t? f = tt - j v(dz,) v(W g'(z,> z2)/2 
-2 jv(dz,)v(dzz)g(z,,5,)5". (2.5) 
By (4.18) in [S], for all 1,~ L 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
if t is sufficiently small. Here 6 is a positive constant independent of ,? and 
C(A) is a positive constant depending on 1. By (2.7), :d4:A is a functional of 
t-field. We put 44’ :d4:;.= it’! j., for all AE L. Equations (2.6) and (2.7) 
have been proved in [S] under certain conditions on the transition density. 
The conditions are satisfied for the Brownian motion in R2 with an 
exponential killing. 
3. DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In the rest of this paper, we let X be the Brownian motion in R2 with 
exponential killing rate $, and p be the process X killed at the first exist 
time r from D. It is well known that X and 2 are Feller processes with 
right-continuous paths. We shall use “tilde” for all objects corresponding 
to 2. 
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3.1. We shall identify Jh, h E 2, with a functional of the free field 
@ (see, e.g., [7]). Let X(P) be the minimal closed subspace of X con- 
taining all a-finite measures in X with support in D’. Let X(Dc)’ be the 
orthogonal complement of X(Dc) in X. We denote by J’ the orthogonal 
projection of X onto X(D”)‘. It follows easily from Theorem 1.2.2 of [3] 
that 
(J’fl, Jlf2J.x = (fl>f2)2 for all f,,f2e C?(D). (3.1) 
By (3.1), J’ can be extended to act on h E 2 and J’h E Xx. Therefore, we 
may put fJh = dJCh, for all h 6 SF. 
Let .&, be the a-algebra generated by {#,, h E X}, and let J be the 
orthogonal projection from L2(Q, 9, dp,,) onto L2(Q, 95, &,). Then 
J :dh, . . . q5,+,: = :#J’h, . . . dJ./,,:, (3.2) 
for all h;~ X, i = 1, . . . . n. Here $,,, . . dh,: is the Wick’s product of 
dh, . ..dh”. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. :p:, = J:@‘:*, for all 2 EL. 
Proof By linearity, it is sufficient to prove this for 12 0. By the 
continuity of J, 
J$“:, = J lim 
E’O 
:#z,,. .I(dx) = ;eo J i‘ :&: A(dx) 
in L2(dpo). We note that here $,,, is the F indexed by P&(X, .) instead of the 
3 indexed by dE(x, .) which we have used to define :$“:A. 
~~~:m:,:ncdx,-:P:,~~:=A,-a,,-a,,+a,., (3.3) 
where 
A 1 = J J(dx) B”(x, y) 4dY), A,,,=A,,, 
= [ I,(dz’ ,..., dz”) D’, y) . .g(z”, y) A(&), 
A4,E = 5 il,(dz’, . . . . dz”)g(z’, w’)...g(z”, w”) &(dw’, . . . . dw”), 
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and 
I,(dz’, . . . . dz”)=[l(dx)p,(x,z’)...p,(x,z”)dz’...dz”. 
By Lemma A.2, A,, + A, as E + 0 for all i = 2, 3,4. Thus, (3.3) goes to zero 
as E + 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exist constants 6 and c, where 6 is independent 
of A EL, such that, for all sufficiently small t, 
’ iA( :7”:, <ct’. 
!I 2 
(3.4) 
Prooj Let F,,x = s &P,(x, y) dy. By Proposition 3.1, (2.4), and (2.5), 
J j i Cf.,; 4dx) + Qr.2 = 
[ 1 j i ?;,.x i 4dx), 
Qt.,=2 jW j P, x, z’) P,(x, z2) l(z’, z2) dz’ dz2 ( 1 [2-l :&: - (,,,I, 
and I= g -8. Since J is a contraction and (2.7) holds, we only need to 
prove [IQ,,, I( 2 < c . t’, for sufkiently small t. 
It is an easy computation that [IQ,,, 11; = A,,, + I&~, 
2A,,,= jjI(dx)l(dy)P,P.,Ig(x:, Y:)g(F, Yf:,-g@-:, Y:)g(x?, Y;‘)l R, 
‘&,t= jj 4dx) 4&l PxP,Cg(X, Y:MX:, V)-g2(X:, Y;)] R, 
R = 1(X;, A’;) l( Y;, Y;). 
Holder’s inequality implies that both IA 5,, ) and IA,, I are bounded by 
Isc~ w-dx:, J%MX, ml+c~:Jf,l,, 
where dq = j A(dx) A(dy) P,P,, and I Ip is the LP(dv)-norm. Lemma 3.1 in 
[S] implies that the above is bounded by const. t’“, for some 6 > 0, for all 
sufficiently small t. 
3.2. Let x = (x1, x2). We shall write d/dx for either d/dx, or d/dx,. 
In the following estimates, the constants depend on D only, and they may 
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be different from line to line. The following properties of Green’s function 
are well known. 
(a) Ax, .Y) is a F-function in (x, y) except at x =y; 
(b) dx, Y) < const. llogl x -yl /, as x -+ y; 
(C) g(X, y) < const. F-l’ ‘I, as Ix -JI + ~0; 
(d) /d/dxg(x,y)ldconst. Ix-y1 ‘,asx-+y; 
(e) Id/dxg(x,y)l 6const. e I’ mJI, as lx--y1 -+ co. (3.5) 
The estimates of g are also known (see, e.g., page 965 in [S]): 
0 d g(x, y) 6 const.( (log1 x - y I I + const.), for x, y E D; (3.6) 
for all x, y E D. (3.7) 
Let g(x, y) = 0 if x or y E D', and 
4x3 Y) = d--c Y) -ax> Y)> X,I'E R2. (3.8) 
We have (see, e.g., page 172 in [7]) 
6g(x) = hm I(x, y) exists for each x E D, 
I’-Y (3.9) 
Idg(x)l d const.( llog dist(x, dD)l + const.). (3.10) 
The function 1(x, y) is a harmonic function of each variable in D. By the 
Maximum Principle, for all x, y E D, 
I(x, y) d const.( llog dist(x, dD)l + const.), (3.11) 
< const. [dist(x,aD)]- I. (3.12) 
3.3. We have defined the polynomials :&!, r:H, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., in 
Section 1. It follows from [7, p. 1721 that for all A E L, there exists :p:H,l 
such that lim f: 2, r:HA(d~) = :p:,,, j, in L2(dpo), as E -+ 0, and 
:dll:H.;.=r~'.![(n-2i)!i!2']~'j(-~g(x))':8:~":~(rl.*), (3.13) 
/=O 
dg(x) = lim (g - g)(x, y), for x E D; 6g(x)=O,forxED”. (3.14) 
” - Y 
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3.4. The delinition of d4-measure (as described in Section 1) is 
provided by the following 
THEOREM 3.3 (Theorem II.38 in [7]). Suppose 0~ 1~ L, then exp 
{ - $“:,}, exp( - :p:l,}, and exp{ - :fJ‘?,, 1} E Lp(dpo). 
By (2.7) we know 44’ :~4:j,= :‘<*i j,. By Proposition 3.2, 44’ :p:), = 
!r2ii, and by (3.13), 44’ :$“:,,, is a functional of r-fields. We put 
4~‘:~:,i,=;9*~Hj,. (3.15) 
Thus, Theorem 1.1 can be applied to d4 theory with various boundary 
conditions. Suppose 0 d I E L, and y, v E M(l). Then 
(4yd”> =J{ Y(dX) wN~.d(v)> (3.16) 
(~.~~,.>=~,,(exP{-i(4+~)2~))~/(exP(-~~2fi.))~ (3.17) 
is called the two-point function of 44-theory with cutoff A. The function 
<2xi$L can be defined similarly. So far, we have shown that two-point 
functions are measurable functions. In Section 5, we shall show that 
($,&,); has a finite normal derivative at the boundary of D. 
4. ESTIMATES ON THE BOUNDARIES 
4.1. In this section, we let co>r, ~31, r-‘+q-‘=l. Let q=$. 
Let h be a real-valued function on D. We put 
l4r,,,,= SUP ww,)l'y'> XED. (4.1) 
O<I<X 
Let %? be the class of all bounded smooth cylinder functions (functions of 
the form F=f(X,,, . . . . X,n)), where O<t,<t,< ... <t,, and f is bounded 
and in Cm(Rn)). Suppose h is an excessive function for p. By the Schwarz 
inequality and the semigroup property of P,, for FEW, 
p”, IFI f l4,,,.; {pl- IFI”}“-‘. (4.2) 
Since %Y is dense in both L’(Pz) and Ly(p,), 
II IL’(?) G IW,,,, r II IIU(Pr). (4.3) 
For arbitrary excessive function h and r, Ihl r, oo,x may be infinite. In this 
section, we obtain the following estimates. 
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LEMMA 4.1. For any x E D, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
where sup is taken over all Iu - zI < 6 and u E aD, z E D. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For any XE D, supuEiiD Ir(,, u)[~,~,~~< co. 
4.2. Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let 66 = dist(x, aD). Let B(z, U) = 
{LED; Iy-zl631z-ul}, R*={(z,u); ZED, uec?D, lz-ul<b}. Let 
B = U B(z, u), where the union is taken over all (z, U) E R,. Then, 
{y;(y-xlQ6)~B”. (4.4) 
Therefore, there exists a positive E independent of z and u such that 
P,(x,y)<l,forall t<sandyEB. 
Let Av= Ilit@‘,, z) lBcz,uj(Xr)llL’I(~,) Iz--I-’ and A,,,= IIg(X,, Z) 
lB~~.u~L(~r)ll L’I(~,) Iz- U -l. Then 
~~PIl~~~,~~~ll,~~~,,I~-~l~‘~~~P~7,r+~~P~*,,. (45) 
, , r 
If (z, U) E R, and y E B(z, u), then pt(x, y) < 1 for all t, t < E. Also, for all 
x, y, and all t 3 E, d,(x, y) 6 (27~) -I. Hence sup, A,, f is bounded by 
.,;,.,cY,]q-’ lz--lrl. (4.6) 
We use estimate (3.6) to get g9( y, z) < const. I y- zI 1’4. Thus (4.6) is 
bounded by 
const. 4 IY-zI-‘~~ 1iqz.u) Y) ( 1‘ ’ lz-24-1, 
which equals a constant times Iz - ~1 ‘j6. Thus, 
sup A,,, < const. Iz - UI ‘I6 d const. &“6 < c, (4.8) 
for some constant c. Here sup is taken over all (z, U) E R, and 0 6 t < co. 
For X, E B(z, u)(‘, the function g(X,, y) is a smooth function of y 
in B(z, U) n D. The Mean Value Theorem and (3.7) imply that A,, I is 
bounded by 
const. [P, IX, - Zl pq l,,,, U,C(X,)]“m’, (4.9) 
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where 2 depends on X, and lies on the segment (z, u). Since X, E B(z, u)‘, 
we have IX,-Zl +(X,-21/3 > IX,-ZI +Iz-ul b IX,-Zl+lZ-z\ b 
IX, - zj. Hence 3 IX, - ZI 3 2 IX, - zI in A8,r and (4.9) is bounded by 
const. [P, IX, - zI -q 1 BCz,Ur(X,)]V-‘. (4.10) 
Again, we consider separately two possibilities: X, E B and X, E B”. If 
X,E B, then (4.10) is bounded by const. (jD dy I y -zI pq)qm’(l + (2ns))‘), 
for all t E (0, co). We note that, by our choice, E is independent of 
(z, U)E Rg. Also (jD dy I y - xl -V)q -’ is bounded by a constant independent 
of (z, U) E R,. If X, E B”, then IX, - ZJ z 6 for all (z, U) E Rd. Therefore (4.10) 
is bounded by const. 6 ~ ‘. Thus, sup A , 8, < const., where sup is taken over 
all (z, U) E R, and t E (0, a). 
4.3. Proof of Corollary 4.2. We must prove that 
sup IIW,~ u)ll L’I(P,) < c for all u E do. (4.11) 
Let B={y~DIly-xl<2-‘dist(x,8~)}. Then (4.11) is bounded by 
su~~A~,~+su~,A~~,~~ where A9,r= IIW,, 4 MKNILq(~I) and Alo,r= 
Ilrv,, u) lF(~,)IILW. We note that there exists positive E such that 
pl(x, y) < 1 for all t < E and all y E B’; 3,(x, y) < (2x&))‘, for all t > E, and 
all x, y E D. Equation (3.7) implies that r(jk,, U) d const. If, - uI - ‘. Hence 
A 10.1 is bounded by (1 + (27r~)-~)(j~ dy I y - ~1 -“)‘I-’ const. CC, where c 
can be chosen independent of u E aD. If 3, E B, then I%, - UI -’ < const. 
(dist(x, do))-’ for all UE aD; hence, A,,, is bounded, for all t, by const. 
dist(x, do)-‘, which is independent of u E aD. 
5. AN ESTIMATE OF NELSON'S TYPE 
5.1. By (3.15) and (3.13), for all 1~ L, 
7 :-: -:&i= 4 H,A-. ~e21,-3j6g(x)~.~i(~x)+arsg2(X)I(dx), (5.1) 
where 6g(x) is given by (3.14). We set 
F,,, = rp,(4 .I. (5.2) 
To deal with Dirichlet and Half-Dirichlet fields simultaneously, we put 
tF:,i,H= i Ff,,t -B%(x) Lx - v(&)2(xY4Y (5.3) 
h”BH. 1,x = Lx-b&(x)/2. (5.4) 
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The Dirichlet case corresponds to fi = 0 and the Half-Dirichlet case 
corresponds to /I = 1. We set 
c, li = Q,,.r, .)? tP+ n,., = r,,.. +t... (5.5) 
Assuming 0 d LX EC:(D), 0~1~ L, we shall show the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 5.1. There exists a random variable i (f + T)’ $,, ). such that 
i(r+ P)2i,IH,j,= lim ~_ojlti+f):,I~~~(dx) in Lp( P,d,u,). 
THEOREM 5.2. We have ~lexp{-j(~+~)2~H,j.}IIp,I<~. 
THEOREM 5.3. There exist random variables s rPH, li T,A(dx) and i T2 ! H, j. 
such that 
(ii) f P2;H,j.= lim 
r-0 
s 
p,(x, z’ ) p,(x, z’) g(z’, z’) dz’ dz* 1 in L’(P,). 
(ii) We have 
5.2. Our main tool is Theorem 1.2. To apply it, we need the follow- 
ing 
LEMMA 5.4. Let D, be defined by ( 1.7); then 
lim D, 1 ! p;, riPH A(dx) = :$‘:, - 3 !” 6g(x) fiqX E.(dx) in L”(dp,). (5.8) 
r-0 
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Proof: By the hypercontractivity estimate (see, e.g., page 38 in [ ll]), it 
suffices to prove (5.8) for the case when p = 2. By the definition of D, , we 
may write D,SI~:,.BH~(dx)=B,,I+BZ,,, where 
4,,=+(w 
1 
p,(x, z’)p,(x, z*) g(z’, z’) dz’ dz2 II , 
B2.r = 3&(x) 6,. .x 4dx). 
By (3.10), 3/Gg(x) A(x) E L. Hence B,,, + s 3/?6g(x) $,l(dx) in L*(dp,), as 
t + 0. To deal with B,, ,, we use the recursive formula 
ST : :r: 4dx) =j- i&.x :6:.: 4dx) - [ <i:,h&.r 4dx). (5.9) 
Thus, IlB,,,-j :@, r: i(dx)ll: equals 
(5.10) 
which is bounded by B,, , + B,, ,, where 
{a 
I/* 
4,=6 4dx) 4dy) P.rP,.CW:, Y:)tT(X, C’,l’ 
3 
I 
I/* 
Il(dx)~(dy)P,P,Cg(X:, Y:)-2(X:> r;‘)l’ 9 (5.11) 
{JJ 1 112 
4, = 4 4dx) 4dy) W-‘l,if2(~: > #, iT’( Y:, C7, 
~(dx)I(dy)P,p,.Cg(X:, Y:)-E(X:, C,l’ 
As t JO, the first factor in B,,, is bounded, and the first factor in B, , does 
not exceed const. [log t 14. By (A.2), the second factors in both B3,r and B,, , 
are less than or equal to a constant times t6, for some 6 > 0. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let 
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Applying Theorem 1.2, we get, for all positive integer p, 
RW,(r”+ T’)- w+ m2p>; =A,,,+B,,., 
4,=(j.wx) ((V,- Iv%-, 
B,,s= (&W,- V,)2”--’ o,(v,- v.5,);. 
(5.13) 
By (3.4), A, ,s -+ 0 as t, s + 0. The Schwarz inequality and the triangle 
inequality imply that B,, is bounded by 
lli%ll4 IIV,- ~J~~:w, V,ll*+ IID, V,l!2). (5.14) 
By the hypercontractivity, I/ V, - V, 11% ~i 6 const. II V, - V, (I :” ~ ’ + 0, as 
t, s -+ 0. Moreover, by Lemma 5.4, I(D, V, II 2 and IID, V,s 11 2 are bounded as 
t, s + 0. Hence (5.14) goes to zero, as t, s + 0. 
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.2. By applying Theorem 5.1 to B = 0 and 
to p = 1, we get, for Pl&-a.e., 
;(P+ T)*iH,;,=; tF+ T)2! j. - 3 s 6g(x)(L + El A(dx) 
+ 3 j (W(x) A(dx)/4. (5.15) 
Because i j (Sg)2(x) A(dx) < co, we only need to prove 
exp -i(p+T)‘.j.+3 6g(X)(~.,+~.~)~(dX) EL~(P,~c~~). (5.16) 
By changing I+ to pi, we reduce the general cases to the case p = 1. We put 
mz7 = i P’i;. - 3 j b(x) L A(dx), (5.17) 
K(i7 = j ! P?, y! 4dx) - 3 j h(x) Ft. .Adx). (5.18) 
Our proof of (5.16) is similar to Nelson’s proof [ 111 that exp{ - :b”: ;,} is 
in L’(&). Suppose we can prove the following 5.A through 5.E, then we 
have proved the theorem. There exist positive constants c,, c2, cj, k, , k,, 
such that for all suffkiently small t, 
5.A. Y,(z+ F)a 1 -c, llog tl*, 
5.B. II Y,(e) - F,Ci?,Il2 < c,+, 
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5.c. IIy,(Z+ T)- Y&z+ 2% $,I G ~~(9)~~ II Y,(%) - Y,tP)II tp- l, for 
all positive integer p, 
5.D. p,( 1 YO(~+ T)< -clllogrl~h d c2 exp{ -t-k2>y 
5.E. P,(exp{ - Y,(p+ T)}),< co. 
Proof of 5.A. Y,(r) equals 
s wx){ KY - pm:~ m-w) 31212 
- p.dT2(~: > x:)/2 - (kg(wN2 - h2(x) 9/4 
- %b) p,aJ-: 3 JG,}. (5.19) 
For all sufficiently small t, i A(dx) P,82(X:, x7) < const. llog t12, and 
J 4~x)(pxa~: 3 W’ < const. llog tj2. Since J ,I(dx)(6g(x))2 < co, we have 
Y,(e) 2 -const. [log ?I 2. The above estimate is also true for Y,(f + F); 
namely, 
Y,(F+ T) >, -const. (log t(* >, 1 - cI (log t(*, 
for some c, > 0, if t is sufficiently small. 
Proof of 5.B. By Proposition 3.2, there exists k, > 0 such that 
! c,, i l(dx) - 1 F’ !A 
II 
< const. ?I. 
2 
Moreover. 
d 3 
II J 
h(x) 5,.X A(dx) - 3 j k(x) Mdx) 
/I 2 
< const. tkl, by (2.6). 
Proof of 5.C. By Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 1.2, 
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By Lemma 5.4, the above equals 
G&k( K(5”) - Yo(h(4 Y, - D, Y,)), 
(5.20) 
where D, Y,, = :p:, -f 36g(x) $,i(dx). The Schwarz inequality implies that 
(5.20) is bounded by 
2~ IIkD,(Y,- Ydlz llW?)- r,,c:,lla$-;+(jdW) ID’,(?)- Y,t?,Il$. 
(5.21) 
By the hypercontractivity estimate, (5.21) is bounded by 
&‘llikD,U-- ~0)ll,(‘b-3)~‘~~~” l/y,- yoil:ppl 
+ (2p - 1)2(2P) II Y, - Y, II :” (~.bW-+ (5.22) 
Lemma 5.4 and the Schwarz inequality imply that 116, Dl( Y, - Y,)ll 2 is 
bounded as t JO. By 5.B, we get a total estimate of (5.22) by 
c,(4P)4pll y,- Y,II:p ‘9 (5.23) 
if t is sufficiently small. 
Proof of 5.D. Let p be a positive integer and let 
Q=P,(l ~atr+na -c.2,1og,,2)0. 
By 5.A and 5.B, Q is bounded by 
Pz(l,Y,ce+F.)- Yo,f+T),>I)O~ < lIw!+ T)- y&+ mg,, 
G c,(+J)~P II Y,(5”) - Yo(r”)ll:P~m ’ 
~C2C:P~1(4P)4Pt(2P~I)kl. (5.24) 
Let&=k1/4,then2p&+k,62pk,andhence2ped(2p-1)k,.Whentis 
sufficiently small, we have tzpF 2 t’2p ~ Ilk). Thus, 
Q < c2c:p- 1(4p)4pt2pE. (5.25) 
Now, we choose p such that p - 1 = the largest integer which is less than 
or equal to tp”16/4. Then there exists cg such that tp”/6/4<p < 
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1 + t -‘j6/4 < c5 t -“‘“/4, if t is sufficiently small. Combining this with (5.25) 
we get 
Q G ~2~3 ZP- I @ t-W6)4~ t2~~ = czc:pp I @ t4~~13, (5.26) 
We can choose c3 > 1. If we choose t so small that czc: ts4j3 <e p4 then 
C:” ~ 1 & f4PCl3 < e-4P. Thus Q<c,e- 4P<c2exp{ -tpEi6}. We put 
k, = s/6 > 0 to complete the proof. 
Proof of 5.E. By 5.D, 
P,(l expj ~ yocr+ 7,) >exp(r,Jlogrl ) 2 ) <c2exp{-t-“2}, 0 L 
where t is sufficiently small. For a fixed number h > 0, 
s( i -$exp{c, (log t12} exp{ -tpk2j dt 1 
= h2c,expfc,Jlogt/2}~logt~t~‘exp(-t~k2)dl<co. I 0 
This implies P,(exp{ - Yo(r+ p)>),< a3. 
5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.3. (i) By (5.4), j fPH,s,\-Tr ,I(dx)= 
$*I + B6.n where B,. s,, = j L ‘; ~Ly4w and B,,, = - & f jlSg(x) 
T,,,R(dx). Let (., .) be the L2-inner product, then 
48-2(B6. ,) B6,u) = 
jj.l 
4dx) 4dY) k(x) MY) 4dz) PJ., 
. caz, x: 1 ax; 3 yt, + &?(z, y;, $3 y:t X)1, (5.27) 
(BL,. ,> B,, ,., u - )-2~‘~~~l(cix-)i(~Y)P,P.,[~(z,x:)~(x:, y:, 
+az, yt)ayt, WlU2(~, C,l Hdz). (5.27a) 
By Lemma A.3, as t, u -+ 0, (5.27) tends to 
2 jjj 4dx) 4dY) k(x) MY) ddz)cg(z, x) ax, v)l. (5.28) 
Hence, B,. I has a limit in L2( P,) as t --+ 0. By Lemma A.3, (5.27a) goes to 
JN A(dx) 4dN& x) ax, Y)lcg2(x, Y)l ddz), (5.29) 
as S, t, u, u -+ 0. Hence B,,, r has limit in L2(P,dpo), as S, t -+ 0. To compute 
the L2-norm of the limit of B 5,S,, + B6,, as S, t + 0 we note that BS,s.r and 
B,., are orthogonal. Moreover, by (5.28) and (5.29) we obtain (5.6). 
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(ii) By Theorem 5.1 with p=O and Theorem 5.3(i), 
lim i(dx)C~,,.-2~,,.,p,g(X:, X:)1 
t-0 5 
exists in L’(P,). Therefore, to prove (ii), we only need to show that the 
limit of B,,, + B,,, exists in L’(P,) as t + 0, where 
and 1(x, y) =g(x, y) -2(x, y), as defined in (3.8). (B ,,,, B7,s) equals 
SU(dZ)s,jD 4dx) A(&) P.xP,Ct% J’;‘, i(X), Y,‘, 
+S(z, y,‘,ay.~~ Jq)lc4x:, x:,QY,‘, ?,I. 
By Corollary A.4, (5.30) goes to a finite limit, as t, s go to 0, 
2 j 4dz) jD jD 4dx) A(&) h(x) k(yEk xl 8(x, ~1. (5.31) 
Moreover, II&J 22cpaj = (5.30) with D replaced by D” and s= t. By 
Corollary A.4, it goes to zero as t goes to zero. Thus lim( B,,, + B8,() exists 
in L’(P,), as t+O. 
(iii) By applying Theorem 5.1 to the case /I = 1 we get 
i(F+ F)2iH,1= lim r-O j ftf+ %&Wx) 
=iP’iH,j. + 2 j &,.r T’, 4dx) 
+ ,‘iy j Cc,r - 2P,i?(X:, e, p,, 1 - 2&(x) T,,,] 4dx). 
By (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.3, to prove (iii), we only need to show 
b,r+B~o,r -0 as t + 0, where B,,,= f T’,,.[px~(x:~ x:)-dg(x)l lDtx) 
l(dx), and B,O,,= B,, , with D replaced by D”. We note that the square of 
the L2(P,)-norm of B,,, euals 
2 j 4dz) j j 4dx) 4&J P,P,Ci3z, x:, g(x:, y:)l 
D D 
. [4X, ‘-c)-&!(x)lc4y:> m-&7(Y)l. (5.33) 
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By (A.3), (5.33) tends to zero as t + 0. The square of L*(P,)-norm of Blo,, 
equals (5.33) with D replaced by D” ; by (A.l), it goes to zero as t + 0. 
6. SOME INEQUALITIES OF GRIFFITHS TYPE 
We shall prove the following inequalities: 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose OQA, f,,f2EC’;(R2), O<SEC~(R’); then 
(i) ( i exp 
-le21;.-2~~5,~S(X)ildx)jj /(exPi-i<‘i;I)o 
0 
< exp -tF’!,,, 
( i 
- -2s P,,,WWx) 
D I> ! 0 
(exp{ -!92!H,j.))O”. 
( i exp -iT2ij.-2~D5,s(x)I(dx)~) 0 
G (~.r,~~,exp{-f52fI~)o/(exp~-~52~i.~)0~ 
Remark. For each t > 0, F,,.Jw) = Jp,(X,(w), x) ds, where the 
integration is taken over a finite interval [0, min(t(w), c(w))). Let 
x = (x, , x2). We denote by d”ldx” any mixed partial derivatives dldx, 
and d/dx, of nth order. Since X,E D for all SE [0, min(r, 5)) 
Id”p,(X,, x)/dx”l < c,,, I) for some constant Lo,, independent of s and x. By 
the Dominated Convergence Theorem, T,, is in Cm(R2). Therefore, 
Lemma 6.1 holds with S(x) replaced by F&(x). 
To prove Lemma 6.1, we shall use the following lattice approximations: 
6.1. According to [7], we may define the lattice free field in terms 
of the free field. Let 2’ be a unit lattice in R2, and {4,(d), n E Z’} be the 
lattice free field with spacing 6 > 0. We denote by { $,J6), n E Z*} the lattice 
free field with the Dirichlet boundary conditions in D. Let A be a function 
on R2 and P be a polynomial. We denote CnsZz 6’ :P(cjJS)): ,I(&) 
by :P(4(6)):, and Cncz2 6’: P (&A~)):, 4nW by :P(&~)):H,Ay where 
:P(J,,(S)):, is the Half-Dirichlet polynomial which we have defined in (1.5) 
(with $,,, replaced by J,(6) and d,,, replaced by 4,(d)). 
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THEOREM 6.2 [7, Theorem IV.1 and page 20.51. Suppose A E Cc( R*), 
then 
(i) :P(~(6)):, --) :P(~):j,; 
(ii) :P(~(6)):,,, + :P(~):,,j. in L’(d&), US 6 --f 0. 
Suppose 0 d 1 E C,“(R*) and P is a semi-bounded polynomial, then 
(iii) exp( - :P(ti(b)):,) -k exp( - :P(d):i.); 
(iv) ev{ -:p(&h)):,,,) -+ exp( - :P($):,,,} in Lp(dp,), as 6 + 0. 
6.2. Proof of Lemma 6.1. We put 
Z(S) = exp ( { - :d4(6):, -C 43S) S(n6)})oy 
n 
Z(S)= exp :~(6):,.j.-C~~(S) S(n6) , 
i i n I> 0 
<.)(S) = (-p { -:44(6):i-C dit6) sWl})o/Z(s). ” 
By Theorem 6.2, it is sufhcient to show that 
(4(~),,...d(6)fn(S)< (4(~),,...4(6)fn)(0) forall h, hfiOo, (6.1) 
aww) G awm), if S(n8) = 0 for all n8 E D”. (6.2) 
Taking d/dS(Gx) on the left side of (6.1), we get 
by the Grifliths second inequality. This proves (6.1). 
To prove (6.2), we let C be the matrix (C(x, y)), x, y E 6Z2, defined by 
C(X? Y) = ($Q-‘(~) d.&‘(fi)>O~ Let A be a subset of R*, and we put 
C, = (C(x, y)), where x, y E A n 6Z*. Let 
= F(q) exp s -; (4, (C,,-‘q),, - (4 q4)n + @,q*L, - (Sq*L n dq.x. 
Here ( .)A means the /‘(A n 6Z*)-inner product. The product n is taken 
over all XE A n 6Z2. F is a function of qX,xE A n 6Z2 and b(x) = 
64x) C(x, x). 
Since ;L has compact support /i, quantities in (6.2) are finite-dimensional 
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integrals: only 4,(d) and $,(a) with n6 in the finite set n n 6Z2 are 
involved. Therefore, (6.2) is equivalent to 
w, G-‘, s, l)l(A G-‘9 0, 1) 
for all S such that S(n6) = 0 if nh E D”. 
We define a matrix M= (M(x, y)), where x, y E L?Z* n n as follows: 
M(x,y)=(C’),(x,y) if x,y~D;M(x,y)=(C,)~‘(x,x) if x=y and 
XEA\D; M(x,y)=O if xfy and XEA\D or yE.A\D. 
We note that -M(x, y) 2 0 if x # y; i.e., -M is a matrix of 
ferromagnetic type. If x E ,4\D, then ((C,,)’ - M)(x, x) = 0. If x #y and x 
or y~/i\D, then ((C,))-M)(x,y) = (C,))‘(x,y)dO. If x and LED, 
then ((C,))’ - M)(x, y) = (C,))‘(x, y) - (C-‘),(x, y)dO, by Theorem 
IV.7 of [7]. Therefore ((C,))’ -M)(x, y)<O for all x, y~,4 n6Z2. 
We may write w{ -2-‘h (C,)-‘q),l = exp{ -2-‘(q, Mq),) 
exp{ -2p1(q, (CAlp’ -Mq)} in (6.3). Because exp{ -2-‘(q, (CA)-’ - 
Mq),, } is a limit of polynomials with positive coefficients, we apply (6.1) 
with M-’ as the covariance matrix of the Gaussian integral. Thus, (6.4) 
holds: 
I(4 M, S, Q,l44 M, S, 1) 6 44 M, 0, Q,/Z(A, M, 0, 11, (6.4) 
where Q = exp{ -2.-‘(q, (C,)-’ - Mq),}. 
It remains to show that (6.4) is equivalent to (6.3). Since S(x) = 0 for all 
x~A\DandM(x,y)=Oifx#yandxory~A\D,wehave 
ItA, M, S, 1)/44 M, 0, 1) = IV, (C-I),, S, 1 YV, (C-‘),, 0, 1). 
Also, we note that Z(n, M, S, Q)=Z(n, (C,))‘, S, 1). Thus (6.4) and (6.3) 
are equivalent. 
7. SOME INEQUALITIES OF GRIFFITHS TYPE WITH T AS COEFFICIENTS 
7.1. In this section, we let 0 < a E C,“(D) and 0 < I E L. 
LEMMA 7.1. There exists a random variable 1 <,pXA(dx) such that 
0) f 5, T’, 4dx) =.l)y, f 5,, xT,,, 4dx) in L2(P,&J, 
L ~.xWx) ddz) 4dx) J(b) g2(x, Y) ct(z, x) 2(x, Y). (7.1) 
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(ii) ,‘$0 j 
D 
t.F,,, l(dx)= j r.,F.X ;l(dx) in L2(P,dp0). 
(iii) fee jD 4,. r F,,,A(dx) = j f, .TJ(dx) in L2(P, dpO). 
(iv) Let 
.(r+~‘):.1=.~:.I+25,,.,~,,, 
+ 
1 
T i - 2 Ft. x 
I 
p,(x, z') .p,(x, z') dz' dz2g(z', 22) ) 1 (7.2) 
then there exists i (5 + T)* i 1 such that 
!(<+ T)"j,=,'Fo i(<+ ?+)f,r! in L’(p,d~~), (7.3) 
;(5+T)2;i=i52;i.+2 &T.xn(dx)+;T2;iH,1. I (7.4) 
LEMMA 7.2. Let ! (f + T)’ i H,i, and i (5 + ?)’ i 1 be as defined in Theorem 
5.1 and (7.3), respectively; then (1.15) hofds. 
COROLLARY 7.3. (exp { - ! (r + p)2 t ;. > )0 < 00, P,-a.e. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let u E aD and y E R2, then for P,-a.e., (1.16) holds. 
Remark. If 2 = 0, then ( 1.15) and ( 1.16) are equalities. 
7.2. Proof of Lemma 7.1. (i) We shall prove that j 5,. I T,, .~ A(dx) is 
a Cauchy sequence in L’(P, d,u,). It suffices to prove 
P, j 5x, r F’,, .r 4dx) j L, .v p,a,y 4dy) (7.5) 
0 
has a finite limite as S, t, U, u tend to zero. We compute that (7.5) is equal 
to 
1 
z m A(dx) 44) ddz) P,Pv g’O’:> YL) 
x cgcz, J-:b3x:, YE, +gtz, q, k3 yt, x:11. (7.6) 
By Lemma A.3, (7.6) goes to 
sss 4dx) 4dy) 4dz) 8*(x, y) k(z, x)8(x, Y) < 00, (7.7) 
as s, t, U, u tend to zero. By (7.7), we get (7.1). 
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(ii) Suppose O<AEL and A = 0 m-a.e. in D, then by (7.1) we have 
IIS LR4wll2,.= 0. Hence jD[, T.X I(dx) = 1 r, F:,A(dx) for all A EL. 
(iii) It follows from Theorem 5.3(i) and IIjDC rPH,x T, I(dx) 11 2,X = 0. 
(iv) We have 
s p,(x, z’)p,(x, z’) g(z’, z2) dz’ dz2 II . 
This goes to i tJ’ ii, +2sr,~.?‘,~(d~)+i~~iH,i., by Theorem 5.3(ii), Lemma 
7.1 (i), and (2.7). 
7.3. To prove Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.4, we shall use 
,e-“-e-.“, = -ks e-.s 
/i I 
ds <(e--‘+e-“) Ix-yl. (7.8) 
j’ 
It follows from (7.8), the Schwarz inequality, and the triangle inequality 
that if P’,, i = 1, 2, 3, are measurable functions on (Q, FO) then 
lI~,(epF*-e-F9111 d IIF, l14(ll~~F*l14+ Ile-“‘l14) ll~2-~F3112~ (7.9) 
Il(e-F*--e-FWL 6(lle~F2112+ lle-FY2) llF2-FJl2. (7.10) 
Proof of Lemma 7.2. By Lemma 7.l(iv) and Theorem 53(iii), Lemma 
7.2 holds if and only if, for P,-a.e., 
( i 
exp -.52.j.-215,~.~~(dx)-~~221H,i 
i)i’ 
(exp{-!t2!Al)o 
0 
< exp 
( i 
-i~21H,1-2ftH,.r~.~~(JX)-j~2iH,i. r 
I> I 
(ev{-iZ2!HsAl),“. (7.11) 
Since i p2 i “, j, E L2(P,), we have exp( - i F2 iH, A} < co, P, - a.e. We may 
therefore cancel them from both sides of (7.11). By the remark following 
Lemma 6.1 (i), for each t > 0, 
( { 
ew -15’1;-2fDS,~~,,i(dx)}) /<evi-!C2!Aj)o 
0 
< exp 
( i 
-it*: .H,i-2S ZH,.x~t,.r4dx) (evE%d),” 2 
D 
P, - a.e. (7.12) 
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Thus, to prove Lemma 7.2, it is sufficient to show that 
(7.13) 
+ exp . . . i i 
-:pH ,. -qSH,.T,w)~ 9 
) 
(7.14) 
0 
P,-a.e., as t + 0 along a sequence. 
Lemma 7.l(ii), (iii) imply that lljn t,F’,,., A(dx)-j r,F,A(dx)ll, and 
llSD~H,.~~.r..r~(dx)-S~H,* RWx)llz -+ 0, in L’(P,) as t + 0. Therefore 
they converge to 0, P,-a.e., as t + 0 along a sequence S,. Combining these 
results with inequality (7.10), we reduce (7.13) and (7.14) to the estimates 
II 1 exp 
-i5’ij.h2jD4y i;,.~t*)i(~~))~~ <co, (7.15) 
2 
II i exp 
(7.16) 
P,-a.e., as t JO along a subsequence S, of S, . 
We know that exp{ - j 5’; j.} and exp { - i p’ f H. j, } E Lp(dpo), for all p. 
Therefore, to prove (7.15) and (7.16), it is sufficient to prove, for any p, 
P,-a.e., as t 10 along a subsequence S2 of S, . 
For the first case, we use the estimate 
4, %.b4 4dx) 
P 
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By Lemma 7.1 (ii), the above has finite limit P,-a.e., as t J 0 along a sub- 
sequence S, of S, . Thus, (7.15) holds for P,-a.e., as t 10 along S,. 
For the second case, we note that SD rH,x T,,- J.(dx) = 
SD k F,. .J(dx) - 2--l fD &Ax) F,,.Adx), and 2 -’ SD k(x) T,,, 4dx) -, 
2-l ID 6g(x) F.r’,ll(dx) < co, P,-a.e., as tJ0 along a subsequence S4 of S3. 
Using a similar argument for exp{ -SD r.YFf,.,A(dx)} as in (7.17) we get 
that ev{ -SD ?.y~t,. &dx)l < cc, P,-a.e. as t 10, along a subsequence S, of 
Sq. We put S, = S, in (7.15) and (7.16); the proof of Lemma 7.2 is then 
completed. 
Proof of Corollary 7.3. By Theorem 5.2, exp{ - i (z+ T)’ &, A} E 
L’(P, dp,,), and hence (exp{ - t (F+ T)’ iH. ;.} )0 < co, P,-a.e. This and 
Lemma 7.2 imply Corollary 7.3. 
Proof of Lemma 7.4. Let U= { Bn dD; B’s are open balls in R*}. For 
each element UE U, l,(u) S(du) is a measure in Xx. Lemma 7.4 is proved if 
and only if, for P,-a.e., the following inequality holds: For all a E u and all 
non-negative f E CF(R*), put 4, = 4 indexed by 1 a S(du), then 
(d,dpp{ - ! (5 + T)2 ii} >o/<ew{ - i (t + rT)21j.} >o 
~(~u~fexP(-ir2~j.f),/(exP(-~52i,)>,. (7.18) 
There exist sequences an,fn E CF( R’), a, > 0, f, >/ 0, such that a,, -+ a and 
f,, -+f in X, as n + cc. The remark following Lemma 6.l(ii) implies that, 
for each t > 0. 
a(~,~~,~exp{-i52i,~)o/(ex~{-f~2ij.})o. (7.19) 
By (7.19) to prove (7.18), it is sufficient to prove existence of the limits 
(7.20) (7.21), and (7.22): 
(7.20) 
P,-a.e., as t JO along a sequence S, . 
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goes to zero, P,-a.e., as n + co and t JO along a subsequence S, of S, . 
(#+4/,exP{ -tt’ij.}>0+ (~0~,exP{-i52ij.J)0, as n+cO. (7.22) 
We have proved (7.20) in (7.13). The proof of (7.22) is easy since 
exp{ - i t2 lj”} E Lp(&,) for all p, and 4,” + d,, drn -+ #Yin Lp(dp,) for all p, 
as n + co. To prove the convergence of (7.21) we write (7.21) = B, + B, , 
We apply (7.9) to B, and B, to obtain boundedness of j(~f,~oJ4, as 
n + co. By (7.17), llexp{ - i 4’ ij, - 2 SD 4., T,,l(dx)} II4 is bounded, P,-a.e., 
for t E S, c S,. Thus B, + 0, P,-a.e., as n + co and t JO along a sub- 
sequence S, of S,. The Schwarz inequality implies that B2 is bounded by 
IId,,d,,-$,#, l12. Ilexp{ -i t2f,-2 j <, F.XA(dx)}l12. The first factor of the 
above goes to zero as n + co. By Theorem 5.3(ii), Corollary 7.3, and (7.4) 
the second factor of the above is finite, P,-a.e. Hence B2 goes to zero, 
pX-a.e., as n -+ co. 
8. PROOF OF LEMMA 1.4 
The distribution of X, starting at X0 =x is Z(x, U) S(A), hence (1.13) is 
equivalent to (1.14). To prove (1.3), it is sufficient o prove, for 0 < 1 E L, 
Since T, = j; 1(X,) df = s; A(X,) dt + j,” 2(X,) dt, we have 
exp{-T,}=exp{-~A}Q,exp(-T,}. (8.2) 
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Here 0, is the shift operator defined by (0,X), = X, + s and 
e,Q(X) = Q(erX), for all functionals Q of X. 
Since r is a stopping time of X, (T > t} is in the o-algebra generated by 
{X,, O<s<t} for all t>O. Therefore, P,rV{r>t} equals P,l,,,g(X,,y) 
which again equals P, lo, I g(w,, y). If y E @, then g(z, y) is bounded by a 
constant for all z E D. Since 8, + 8 almost surely as t-co, 
1 ,,,g(w,, y) + 0, almost surely, as t + co. Letting t -+ co, by the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem, we get 
P,{r = co} =o. (8.3) 
Combining (8.2) and (8.3), we get 
By the strong Markov property of X, the above equals the right side of 
(8.1). 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
It is sufficient to show that 
for all non-negative tl E C,“(D) and y E C$ (4’). The first inequality follows 
from (3.16). If A=O, then (4.&) =g(x, y)>O. To prove the second 
inequality, we let 
By Theorem 1.1, Z(T)eLP(Pwt), for all p, co >pa 1. We may 
approximate Z(T) in Lp(P,,) by a sequence of bounded Bore1 functions of 
the occupation field T. Applying Lemma 1.4, we obtain that (1.3) and (1.4) 
hold for Z. 
By (1.12) and (1.15), Z(T) < co, P,-a.e Therefore, 
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By (1.16), (9.2) is bounded by 
By (1.15) the above is bounded by 
P,((exp{-1(Z+ T:)2iH,A })o/(exP{-ie2i,,,}),)P,~,Z(T) 
= I” S(~~)~:((exP(-~(~+~)2~,,,))~/(exP(-~P2~~,~))0) 
by (1.9). The second inequality in (1.8) is proved. 
By the remarks following Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.4, (1.8a) holds. 
APPENDIX 
A.l. Let 0 < 2 E L. We shall prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA A.l. There exist positive constants 6 and E independent of z, t, s, 
1 and a constant c independent of z, t, s such that for all 0 <s, t ,< E, 
I 4d-x) f’xCP’(z,X:)l <ct’, for all z, (A.1) D’ 
II2 
4d.x) 4dy) P,PvCC-:, Y:, -~(~.i, ~11’ < CP, (A.21 
ir lj2 4dx) pxC4X: 3 J’?, - &Ml2 < CP, D (A.31 
where [(x, y) =g(x, y) -g(x, y); 6g(x) =0 if XE D” and 6g(x) = 
lim ,+,r4x,~) ifxED. 
Proof of (A.l). Let XED’. Let A be {YE R2; 2 Iy-xl ddist(x, do)}. 
Then (A.l) equals SD< A(dx) P, lAC(X:) gP(z, X:). By the Schwarz inequality, 
(A.l) is bounded by 
112 
1 {j 
112 
A(dx) P, gzp(z, A’;) 4dx) P, 1AX:) . (A.4) 
D’ 
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The first factor of (A.4) is bounded by 
(~l.‘(x)dx)1’4(~P.,R~y(1,x:)dx)1’4 
=(j i’(x)dx)“4(jP.~n”(0,xJ)~x)“4, 
which is bounded for all t, 0 < t < E, where E can be chosen independent of 
z. The second factor in (A.4) is bounded by a constant times 
{ z’/~ j A(dx) Idist(x, ao)l- ‘j2} ‘j2, which is again bounded by const. t”*, 
where const. is independent of z and t. Hence (A.4) is bounded by const. t6, 
for all t, 0 < t GE, if 6 Q l/8. 
Proof of (A.2). The square of (A.2) equals R, + R,, where 
lD(JG, lD(Y)cm, m-mLY)l*~ 
By (A.l), there exist c, E, and 6, such that R, is bounded by 
(s I(dx)) c.t’l, for all O< t GE, 06s. To deal with R,, we write g=g- 1. 
Then R112 -c R’J2 + Ri/‘, where 3’5 
R5= f I ~(dx)~(d~)P,P,Cg(x,‘, Y:)-gN,y)12MW l,(y), 
R,= s s ~(dx)~(d~)P,P,Cf(x~, Y:)-4~,‘,y)12 1&-,t, l,(y). 
Let f,(z) =j Il(dx)p,(x, z). The Schwarz inequality and the Jenson 
inequality imply that R, is bounded by 
I?‘5 
4dx) 4&l p.xqKc y:)-M:>Y)l 3]‘-‘. {j ,:,z,)‘i4 
X 
I f 
114 
4&J ~ZP,MZ~ y:, -gk Al2 
1 
. 
The first and second factors of the above are finite when t and s go to 
zero. By 1.8D in [S] for X, there exists a constant 6, >O such that the 
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third factor of the above is smaller than (J ~(dy))1/4(const. Pz)“~, for all t, 
0 d t d s. Therefore, there exist constants c, E, 6, such that R, < c . ts3 for all 
0 6 s, t Q E, where 6, = 6,/4. 
Let A = {w; 2 Jw - yl d dist(y, do)}. Then R, = R, + R, , where 
R;=jjWMW MY)P.,P,CU’:~ Y:WWh412 l~W,t)l,(Y:) 
and R8 is the same as R, but with A replaced by A’. 
In R,, Xi, Y:, and y are all in D. We can apply the Mean Value 
Theorem to 1. Combining this with (3.12), R, is bounded by 
{JT 
112 
4dx) 44) p.vp.xM~.~, y;)-4~:,y)17’2 
I 
.ijj 
A(dx) A(&) P,P., I Y: -yl’j2 Idist(X,i, aD)l -‘I2 l,(y) 
I 
10 
. (A.5) 
There exist c, b4, E such that the first factor in (A.5) is bounded by c, and 
the second factor in (A.5) is bounded by c. t64 for all t, s, 0 < t, s 6 E. 
The Schwarz inequality implies that R, is bounded by 
irj I 
I/2 
4dx) J(a) 1 D(Y) p,p,M~.~ 2y; I- 4x.: 9 Y)l” 1 n(Xs) 
-ijj I 
112 
&dx)4&) lD(Y)P.,~PX l,Gc) lA’(y:) . (‘4.6) 
There exist c, E such that the first factor in (A.6) is bounded by c for 
all 0 6 t, s < e. By Chebychev’s inequality, the second factor in (A.6) is 
bounded by 
1J.i 
112 
t1’4 Idist(v, aD)l -‘I2 l,(y) 1(dx) I(&) 
I 
, 
which is bounded by ct’/*. Thus R, < ct”*, for all t, s, 0 < t, s < E. If we 
choose 26=min{1/8, S4,63,6,}, then (A.2) holds for all t, s, O<s, t<c. 
We have thus proved (A.2). 
Proof of (A.3). Let A = { y E D I( y -xl 6 $dist(x, LJD) 1. By symmetry of 
X: and e, the square of (A.3) is bounded by R,+ R,,, where 
R,= s 4dx) P,C4J-:, ~)-&W12 1,AX:) 1,&C), D 
R,, = 3 s 2(dx) P,[l(X;, xf) - 6g(x)12 lAC(X;). D 
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By the Schwarz inequality and the triangle inequality, R,, is bounded by 
The first factor of the above is bounded by c. Ilog tl 2, when 0 < t < E, for 
some c and E. The second factor of the above is bounded by 
c . t”‘(J I(dx) 1 dist(x, aD)l~ 1’2)1’2 d const. ?I’*. Thus R,, < const. PI, for 
some 6, < l/8, for all t, 0 < t 6 E. 
In R,, since X: and X: are in A c D, we can apply the Mean Value 
Theorem to 1. Using the Schwarz inequality and (3.12), we obtain an upper 
bound for R, by 
w 
const. 
1, 
4dx) p,cu-:, x?-, - Mx)17’2 
D I 
3 
1(dx)P,(IX: -xl*+ ~~-x,~)“~ jdist(x, aD)l-‘I’ 
D I 
112 
. (A.7) 
The first factor of (A.7) is at most [log t17j4, if t is sufficiently small; the 
second factor of (A.7) is bounded by c. t”‘. Thus R, < c. tsl for some 
6, < l/8. Combining this with the estimate of Rio, we have proved (A.3) by 
choosing 6 < l/16. 
COROLLARY A.2. Let 0 d c1 E C,“(R*), 0 < 1 E L, then 
c @(dz)sD. Ic 4dx)44) W’,E(z, J’:)B(XJ> Y:)QX:, J’W(Y:, C,l +O 
as t + 0. 
Proof: This follows from the Schwarz inequality, (A.l), and 
il il(dx) I(dy) P,P,,gp(X;, Xf) < c IlogtlB(P’, 
for some positive constants c and /I(p), if t is sufficiently small. 
A.2. Let 0 < ~1, 2E L, and p, q, r be non-negative integers. We put 
&xl, . ..) xn+*,yl )...) y”, z) 
= [g(x’, y’). . -2(x”, y”)]” g(z, xn+‘)yg(z, xn+2y. 
For u=(tl, . . . . tn+*,s ,,..., s,), we write R,(x, y, z) for 
P,P,Q(X$ . ..) xi;,;;, Y$ . . . . r;;, z), 
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where ij, kj E { 1, 2, . . . . n + 2) for all j= 1, . . . . n + 2. We note that 0 is a 
C”-function in a neighborhood of (x, x, . . . . x, y, . . . . y, z) if x # y #z, and Q 
is in Lp(dx’ . ..dx”+* dy’ 
-+ Q(x, . ..) 
... dy” dz), for all cc >p 3 1. Therefore &x, y, z) 
x, y, . . . . y, z), cl(dz) R(dx) ;l(dy)-a.e., as u -+ 0. 
Let Q, R, be the same as &, ii,, with 2 replaced by g. We note that 
0 < Q and R, d R,. It follows from the Schwarz inequality and 
sup O<f,l<l s J(dx) A(&) KQ?‘(X, y.:, < ~0, 
for all p, that 
sup cc(dz) I(dx) A(dy) iT;(x, y, z) < co. 
OCU<l I 
Here 0 < u < 1 means 0 < ti,si < 1 for all i. This implies that ii,(x, y, z) are 
uniformly integrable with respect to the finite measure a(dz) A(dx) I(dy). 
We have thus proved the following 
LEMMA A.3. Let a, A, 0, and i?, be defined as above, then as u --+ 0, 
s 4dz) 4dx) A(+) &x, Y, z) 
-+ 5 ddz) 4dx) 4dy) T%, Y) t?‘k xl dk x). 
Using the same argument as that in the above, we have 
COROLLARY A.4. Let 0 < CI E C;(R2), then as t, s -+ 0, 
!(dx) A(&) P.J’Jg(z, J’:)k(X:, Y;, 4X:, $, 4Y:, Yf)l 
-+ cr(dz 
s ) jD jD 4dx) 4&l b(x) My) i+, xl t?(xt ~1. 
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